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Sudbury Cyclists Union – the SCU 

December 4, 2011 @ 12 noon 

MEETING MINUTES – Rev 0 

Present: Chad Carriere, Rachelle Niemela, Jason Thibeault 

 

ITEM ACTION 

1. Web site review 

1.1. Hosting solution: agreed to host at Hostpapa. 

1.2. Domain name and email address: preference from those 

attending meeting to use sudburycyclistsunion.ca; email 

address(es) would follow syntax i.e. 

admin@sudburycyclistsunion.ca 

1.3. Review changes since last meeting 

1.3.1. Header/footer: no changes. Additional 

recommendations: remove logo from widgets area and 

move to header; change page header to orange to keep 

with colour scheme; keep footer as is  

1.3.2. Widgets (sidebar): added post categories and email 

subscribe to posts widgets; added SMAP and Rack and 

Roll links to Cycling Links; added Cycling Resources and 

Momentum magazine as an example. Additional 

recommendations: switch Cycling Links and Cycling 

Resources widget names; investigate possibility of 

tracking top resources via number of hits on static 

resources listed on Resources page. 

1.3.3. Main page: changed references from "member" to 

"supporter"; added “contact us form”. Additional 

recommendations: remove bike graphic; switch Cycling 

Documents and Cycling Resources widget names; 

remove “Membership is free” in text and replace with 

words that don’t refer to “members”; remove 

“publicized supporters” sentence (we will not publish a 

membership list on the site). 

1.3.4. About page: changed wording about "partners" and 

added some "worked with" organizations (list of 

organizations taken from post by Lilly Noble on 

Facebook). Additional recommendations: none. 

1.3.5. News page: no changes. Additional recommendations: 

reviewers asked to change the post listings on the page 

so they show the title; after the meeting, RN realized 

that they do show the title, and that the existing test 

titles (1
st

 post, 2
nd

 post) mislead the group; blog 

categories suggestions include cycling safety, cycling 

adventures, cycling events, cycling advocacy, cycling 

education; if possible, delete uncategorized as a 

category; reviewers agreed to not assign a particular 

 

RN to create account/site 

RN to post suggested 

domain name on facebook 

for final feedback 

 

RN to implement suggested 

changes 

Members to provide 

additional feedback on 

format as well as the 

following: articles they 

wish to transition from the 

existing site; any additional 

information or links they 

want posted; feedback on 

mission and vision 

JT to provide RN with 

admin status on Facebook 

site so she can create a 

Facebook badge that will 

be added to the site 

JT to clean up Facebook 

admin group to reflect 

organizers group 

RN to ask organizers group 

for feedback on web site 

launch strategy 
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admin for each category; agreed to defer use of tags 

until can discuss more 

1.3.6. Events page: no changes. Additional recommendations: 

change colour of SCU events to orange to match site 

colour scheme; other categories to be determined once 

we see the different events that we will post. 

1.3.7. In the Media page: no changes. Additional 

recommendations: investigate if can change this to a 

second page-specific blog with comments; if not, add a 

category to existing blog and see if can filter blogs on 

this page.  

1.3.8. Meetings page: no changes. Additional 

recommendations: use page to highlight agendas and 

minutes as well as upcoming meetings; change all 

references in agendas and minutes to “SCU” from “SCU 

Organizers”. 

1.3.9. Membership page: deleted page; “membership” 

wording moved to home page. Additional 

recommendations: none. 

1.3.10. Newsletter page: deleted page. Additional 

recommendations: none. 

1.3.11. Gallery page: added page with plugin to Flickr. 

Additional recommendations: organize pics better and 

upload additional albums; will need to wait until 

existing site is defunct. 

1.3.12. Resources page: no changes. Additional 

recommendations: eliminate subpages for now; move 

cartoons to flickr site once old site is defunct; move 

safety articles to main Resources page; add Cycling 

Links section with possibility of relating the entries to 

“top” links based on number of time accessed by the 

public; add cycling guides provided by Janet (check first 

if ok); add advocacy section with links to municipal 

councillors and ward maps.  

1.3.13. Sudbury Cycling page: no changes. Additional 

recommendations: eliminate page and replace with 

blog entries with category “Sudbury Cycling”. 

1.3.14. Outstanding items: implement RSS feeds, “follow” 

plugins, sign-ins via other accounts (twitter, facebook), 

search site plugin; privacy policy (see Toronto Cyclists 

Union for sample). 

1.3.15. Deferred items: contact us page, private areas. 

1.3.16. Protocol for changes: agreed that major changes must 

be approved by organizers group; blog submissions 

open to all admins (or perhaps editors); admins will be 

organizers group for now; Facebook admins should be 

same group. 

1.3.17. Official launch: aiming for Jan. 16, 2012; feedback 
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required from organizers group re launch protocol 

(newspaper, radio, etc.). 

2. Outstanding items from minutes of last meeting: 

2.1. Xmas party: confirmation of date (Dec 17
th

). 

2.2. Tent: RN waiting for marketing material from PP so she can 

draft donation letter 

2.3. LRS: RN has not yet contacted the society or lawyer re 

liability for SCU. Discussion re incorporation ensued; JT 

reported on discussions held by CLS who are also thinking 

of incorporating; the Regional Business Centre has info 

regarding not for profit organizations. Agreement to defer 

doing anything until feedback is received from CLS. 

2.4. Newsletters: deferred until site is launched. 

2.5. Cambrian student meeting: JT provided feedback on 

discussions with a Cambrian student wishing to do a graphic 

design project with the SCU; many of the ideas discussed 

involve events that the SCU may already be planning on 

doing; JT waiting for additional information from student. 

2.6. Pinnies: RN approached Fabio Belli who expressed support; 

PP to contact Norm who is new owner of Just Soccer store. 

2.7. Marketing materials: PP not at meeting; item deferred. 

2.8. Bike racks (form letter and lists): PP not at meeting; item 

deferred. 

2.9. Open letter to police re cycling: agreement to defer any 

letter-writing campaigns to the spring. 

2.10. Cycling column: item deferred. 

 

RN to post reminder for 

xmas party 

JT to provide additional 

feedback on CLS 

incorporation information 

RN to follow up on pinnies 

 

3. Additional items: 

3.1. Organizers membership and public meetings: it was agreed 

to keep the organizers membership as is, but add anyone 

who expresses an interest in participating at this level; all 

future meeting information will be posted on the web site, 

in the main Facebook group and the organizers Facebook 

group. Minutes of all meetings will posted on the web site 

and circulated to the membership at large. 

3.2. Next meeting: next meeting will be held on Jan. 8, 2012 in 

order to do a final review of the new web site; this will 

provide a week for final feedback prior to the launch 

scheduled for Jan. 16, 2012. Time permitting, additional 

agenda items will include a discussion on SCU next steps 

and campaigns for the first half of the 2012 year. 

3.3. Campaigns discussions: the group discussed potential 

campaigns and ideas for next year. RN discussed some of 

the campaigns being done by the Toronto and Portland 

cyclists unions. Initial thoughts on priorities included Earth 

Month (April 2012), CANs, and mobile initiatives. 

 

 

 

 


